Learning-based visual odometry and SLAM methods demonstrate a steady improvement over past years. However, collecting ground truth poses to train these methods is difficult and expensive. This could be resolved by training in an unsupervised mode, but there is still a large gap between performance of unsupervised and supervised methods. In this work, we focus on generating synthetic data for deep learning-based visual odometry and SLAM methods that take optical flow as an input. We produce training data in a form of optical flow that corresponds to arbitrary camera movement between a real frame and a virtual frame. For synthesizing data we use depth maps either produced by a depth sensor or estimated from stereo pair. We train visual odometry model on synthetic data and do not use ground truth poses hence this model can be considered unsupervised. Also it can be classified as monocular as we do not use depth maps on inference.
Introduction
Simultaneous localization and mapping is an essential part of robotics and augmented reality systems. Deep learning-based methods for visual odometry and SLAM [32, 33, 41, 14, 35] have evolved over the last years and are able to compete with classical geometry-based methods on the datasets with predominant motions along plain surfaces like KITTI [12] and Malaga [3] .
However, the practical use of deep learning-based methods for visual odometry and SLAM is limited by the difficulty of acquiring precise ground truth camera poses. To overcome this problem, unsupervised visual odometry methods are being actively investigated [1, 11, 38, 17, 36] . Existing methods [41, 42, 29, 31, 2] use video sequences for training. They estimate camera movements and depth maps jointly. For a pair of consecutive frames, the first frame is re-rendered from the point of view of the second one. The difference between re-rendered first frame and ground truth second frame is used in a loss function. We propose an alternative approach, that requires only individual frames with depth rather than video sequences. In our approach, we sample random camera motions with respect to the physical motion model of an agent. Then for each sampled camera motion we synthesize corresponding optical flow between a real frame and a virtual frame. The resulting synthesized optical flow with generated ground truth camera motions can be used for training a learningbased visual odometry model.
Our contribution is twofold:
• First, we introduce an unsupervised method of training visual odometry and SLAM models on synthetic optical flow generated from depth map and arbitrary camera movement between selected real frame and virtual frame. This approach does not use frame sequences for training and does not require ground truth camera poses.
sual odometry model into a SLAM system with frame matching and graph optimization.
We demonstrate that our approach outperforms stateof-the-art unsupervised deep SLAM methods on KITTI dataset. Also we tried our method on challenging EuRoC dataset, and to the best of our knowledge, this is the first unsupervised learnable method ever evaluated on EuRoC.
Related work 2.1. Classical methods
Several different mathematical formulations for visual odometry have been considered in the literature. Geometrybased visual odometry methods can be classified into direct (e.g. [15] ) and indirect (e.g. [24] ) or dense (e.g. [27] ) and sparse (e.g. [10] ).
Direct methods take original images as inputs, while indirect methods process detected keypoints and corresponding features. Dense methods accept regular inputs such as images, optical flow or dense feature representations. In sparse methods, data of irregular structure is used.
Many of the classical works apply bundle adjustment or pose graph optimization in order to mitigate the odometry drift. Since this strategy showed its effectiveness in related tasks [24, 25] , we adopt it in our deep learning-based approach.
Supervised learning-based methods
DeepVO [32] was a pioneer work to use deep learning for visual odometry. This deep recurrent network regresses camera motion using pretrained FlowNet [9] as a feature extractor. ESP-VO [34] extends this model with sequenceto-sequence learning and introduces an additional loss on global poses. LS-VO [7] also uses the result of FlowNet and formulates the problem of estimating camera motion as finding a low-dimensional subspace of the optical flow space. DeMoN [30] estimates both camera motion, optical flow and depth in the EM-like iterative network. By efficient usage of consecutive frames, DeMoN improves accuracy of depth prediction over single-view methods. This work became a basis for the first deep SLAM method called DeepTAM [41] . Similar ideas were implemented in ENG [8] , which was proved to work on both indoor and outdoor datasets.
Unsupervised learning-based methods
Recent advances in simultaneous depth and motion estimation [41] [29] from video sequences allow to track more accurate camera position in an unsupervised manner. These methods exploit sequential nature of the data in order to model scene dynamics and take clues from occlusion, between-frame optical flow consistency and other fac-tors ( [42] , [13] , [31] ). To achieve motion consistency, additional modalities of data such as depth maps are estimated in a joint pipeline. Similarly to these approaches, we use depth maps; however, we once estimate depth maps from a stereo pair, and keep them unchanged during optical flow synthesis.
Novel view synthesis
The idea of novel view synthesis using single frame or stereo pair and optical flow has been exploited in [41] . In this method, model is trained in a supervised manner by minimizing difference between estimated and ground truth camera poses. Novel view synthesis is used as a part of working pipeline, with new camera position predicted, virtual frame synthesized, and movement between virtual and current frame estimated. Therefore, this method operates mainly in the image domain, utilizing optical flow only to transit between different image instances. In our approach, we synthesize optical flow rather than images. We also generate training data only on training stage, and do not use it during inference.
Proposed method

Visual odometry model
For visual odometry, we adopt a neural network from [26] that estimates relative rotation and translation in form of 6DoF from dense optical flow. The model architecture is shown on Figure 2 . Generally speaking. our approach can be applied to any model that takes optical flow as an input and predicts 6DoF.
We use PWC-Net [28] for optical flow estimation. The source code and pretrained weights are taken from the official repository 1 . For KITTI, we opted for weights pretrained on FlyingThings3D [22] dataset and fine-tuned on KITTI optical flow dataset [23] . For EuRoC, which is in grayscale, we fine-tuned PWC-Net weights and using Sintel dataset [5] converted to grayscale.
In our experiments, we found out that a single neural network can effectively handle motions within a certain range. However, motions between the first and the last frames in loops differ significantly from motions between consecutive frames: not only are they of different scale but also much more diverse. To address this problem, we train two models: N N cons model to estimate motions between consecutive frames and N N loops to predict motions specifically between the first and the last frames in a loop.
Synthetic training data generation
Taking depth map and an arbitrary motion in form of 6DoF, the method runs as follows: 1. First, we map depth map pixels into points in a frustum that gives a point cloud.
2. To build a virtual point cloud, we represent motion in form of SE3 matrix and apply it to the current point cloud, obtaining this point cloud from another view point.
3. Next, we re-project this virtual point cloud back to image plane, that gives shifted pixel grid.
4.
To get absolute values of optical flow, we calculate the difference between re-projection and regular pixel grid of a source depth map.
Then, this newly synthesized optical flow can be used as an input to a visual odometry network. The camera movements should be generated with taking physical motion model of an agent into account. Since existing datasets do not contain such information, we estimate the motion model from the ground truth data. By modelling, we approximate ground truth distribution of 6DoF using Student's t-distribution Figure 3 . We adjust the parameters of this distribution once and keep them fixed during training, while 6DoF are being sampled randomly.
In case that dataset does not contain depth maps, they can be estimated from a monocular image or a stereo pair. In our experiments, we obtain depth z from disparity d similar to [37] .
where f is focal length and B is distance between stereo cameras.
To estimate disparity, we match left and right image with the same PWC-Net [28] as was used to estimate optical flow.
Since we do not need ground truth camera poses for data synthesis, the proposed approach can be considered unsupervised.
Relocalization
Relocalization can be reformulated as image retrieval task Figure 4 . Following a standard approach, we measure distance between frames according to their visual similarity. Here, we use classical Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) from OpenCV library [4] that is applied to SIFT features [19] . These features are stored in a database. To create a topological map, for each new frame its 20 nearest neighbors are extracted from database. These found frames are further filtered by applying Lowe's ratio test [18] and rejecting candidates with less then N th matched keypoints. 
Graph optimization
We adopt graph optimization in order to expand a visual odometry method to a SLAM algorithm. One way to formulate SLAM is to use a graph with nodes corresponding to the camera poses and edges representing constraints between these poses. Two camera poses are connected with an edge if they correspond to consecutive frames or if they are considered similar by relocalization module. The edge constraints are obtained as relative motions predicted with visual odometry module. Once such a graph is constructed, it can be further optimized in order to find the spatial configuration of the nodes that is the most consistent with the relative motions modeled by the edges. The nodes obtained through optimization procedure are then used as final pose estimates. The reported metrics are thus computed by comparing these estimates with ground truth poses.
We opted for a publicly available g2o library [16] that implements least-squares error minimization. To incorporate optimization module in our Python-based pipeline we use Python binding for g2o 2 .
The interaction between visual odometry networks N N cons , N N loops and graph optimization module is guided by a set of hyperparameters:
• C si -coefficient for standard deviation • C r -extra scaling factor for rotation component 2 https://github.com/uoip/g2opy
• T loop -loop threshold: a loop is detected if difference between indices of two images exceeds given threshold. In this case, relative motion is predicted using loop network N N loops , otherwise N N cons is used.
We adjust these hyperparameters on a validation subset and then evaluate our method on a test subset.
To construct a graph, we need to pass 7 × 7 information matrix P i corresponding to 3D translation vector and rotation in form of a quaternion.
First, we compose resulting covariance matrix as:
where α, β, γ stand for Euler angles euler x , euler y , euler z respectively.
A conversion between this matrix and Q i is performed according to [6] : It is worth noting that ground truth poses were collected using GPS sensor that yielded noisy measurements of motion along y-axis (there are vertical movements perpendicular to the surface of the road). This effect is cumulative: while relative motion between consecutive frames was measured quite precisely, the difference in absolute height between the first and the last frame of a loop may be up to 2 meters. EuRoC. This dataset was recorded using flying drone in two different environments. 6DoF ground truth poses are captured by laser tracker or motion capture system depending on environment. The sensor and ground truth data are calibrated and temporally aligned, with all extrinsic and intrinsic calibration parameters provided. As original frames come unrectified, preprocessing included removing distortion. We validated on trajectories MH 02 easy, V1 02 medium and tested on V1 03 difficult and V2 03 difficult, while other trajectories were used for training.
Due to complexity of the environment, dynamic motions and weakly correlated, entangled trajectories, EuRoC appears to be a challenging task for trainable methods. Moreover, images are in grayscale, that adds difficulty for methods that match pixels based on their color rather than pure intensity. To the best of our knowledge, we present the first trainable method that demonstrates competitive results on EuRoC among all methods trained in an unsupervised manner.
Method
ATE t err r err N N cons 4.38 ± 0.36 2.07 ± 0.03 0.93 ± 0.04 N N loops 9.33 ± 1.04 3.15 ± 0.12 1.42 ± 0.03 SLAM 1.84 ± 0.06 1.54 ± 0.04 0.74 ± 0.04 
Training procedure
The visual odometry model is trained from scratch using Adam optimization algorithm with amsgrad option switched on. The batch size is set to 128, the momentum is fixed to (0.9, 0.999).
In our experiments, we noticed that despite loss being almost constant among several re-runs, final metrics (ATE, RPE etc.) may fluctuate significantly. This spreading is Method ATE t err r err SfMLearner [42] 28. 14 Numbers are taken from [39] assumed to be caused by optimization algorithm terminating at different local minima depending on weights initialization and randomness incorporated by sampling batches. We address this challenge by adopting learning rate schedule in order to force optimization algorithm to traverse several local minima during the training process. Switching our training procedure for cyclic learning rate helped to decrease standard deviation of final metrics and the values of metrics themselves.
Initially, values of learning rate are bounded by [ 0.0001, 0.001 ]. In addition, if validation loss does not improve for 10 epochs, both the lower and upper bounds are multiplied by 0.5. Training process is terminated when learning rate becomes negligibly small. We used 10 −5 as a learning rate threshold. Under these conditions, models are typically trained for about 80 epochs.
In several papers on trainable visual odometry [7, 20, 32, 40, 41] , different weights are used for translation loss and rotation loss. Since small rotation errors may have a crucial impact on the shape of trajectory, precise estimation of Euler angles is more important compared to translations. We multiply loss for rotation components by 50, as it was proposed in [7] .
Evaluation protocol
We evaluate visual odometry methods with several commonly used metrics.
For KITTI, we follow the evaluation protocol implemented in KITTI devkit 3 that computes translation (t err ) and rotation (r err ) errors. Both translation and rotation errors are calculated as root-mean-squared-error for all possible sub-sequences of length (100, . . . , 800) meters. The metrics reported are the average values of these errors per 100 meters.
For EuRoC, we use RPE metric that measures frame-toframe relative pose error. 3 
https://github.com/alexkreimer/odometry/devkit
To provide a detailed analysis, we also report values of absolute trajectory error (ATE), that measures the average pairwise distance between predicted and ground truth camera poses.
Since the results between different runs vary significantly, in order to obtain fair results we conduct all experiments for 5 times with different random seeds. The metrics reported are mean and standard deviation of execution results.
Results on KITTI
The results of our supervised and unsupervised visual odometry and SLAM are listed in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2, respectively. According to them, visual odometry network N N cons trained on consecutive frames yields better results comparing to N N loops trained to estimate targets coming from a wider distribution. Combination of these two networks within a deep SLAM architecture helps to improve accuracy of predictions significantly.
The existing quality gap between supervised and unsupervised approaches can be explained by non-rigidity of the scene, that exceeds the limitations of our data generation method. To obtain synthetic optical flow, a combination of translation and rotation is applied to a point cloud. Since it does not affect pairwise distances between points, the shapes of objects presenting in the scene remain unchanged and no new points appear. Thereby, rigidity of the scene is implicitly incorporated into the data synthesizing pipeline. For KITTI, scene does not meet these requirements due to the large displacements between consecutive frames and numerous moving objects appearing in the scene.
According to Tab. 3, the proposed method is comparable with ORB-SLAM2. We summarize results of unsupervised learnable methods in Tab. 4. We show that our method significantly outperforms current state-of-the-art among all unsupervised deep learning-based approaches to trajectory estimation.
Results on EuRoC
For EuRoC dataset, we observed that it is more profitable to train visual odometry N N cons on a mixture of strides 1, 2, 3, rather than training on a single stride. Results of N N cons and N N loops are presented in Tab. 5 for supervised training and in Tab. 6 for unsupervised training. We expected the results on EuRoC to resemble KITTI results, where supervised method surpasses unsupervised method remarkably. Surprisingly, metrics for our SLAM model trained in supervised and unsupervised manner are nearly the same. We attribute this to the following reasons. Firstly, since EuRoC scenes are rigid, generated flow looks similar to estimated flow. Secondly, randomly sampled training data prevent unsupervised method from overfitting, while supervised method tends to memorize the entire dataset. 
Conclusion
We proposed an unsupervised method of training visual odometry and SLAM models on synthetic optical flow generated from depth map and arbitrary camera movement between selected real frame and virtual frame. This approach does not use frame sequences for training and does not require ground truth camera poses.
We also presented a simple way to build SLAM system from an arbitrary visual odometry model. To prove our ideas, we conducted experiments of training unsupervised SLAM on KITTI and EuRoC datasets. The implemented method demonstrated state-of-the-art results on KITTI dataset among unsupervised methods and showed robust performance on EuRoC. To the best of our knowledge, our visual odometry method is a pioneer work to train deep learning-base model on EuRoC in an unsupervised mode.
Training Deep SLAM on Single Frames
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Optical flow synthesis
We provide several examples of synthesized and estimated optical flow (OF) for KITTI dataset on Figure 1 and for EuRoC dataset on Figure 2 . It can be observed that estimated OF is more cluttered compared to synthesized OF, while synthesized OF is more smooth.
Detailed description of experiments
We present detailed comparison of our method with other deep learning-based monocular visual odometry and SLAM methods on KITTI. We report results on sequences 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 10 ( Figure 3) which are commonly used for evaluation. We train our network for 5 times and report the average values for translation error t err , rotation error r err and ATE. Since sequences 03, 04, 10 do not contain loops, the results of our visual odometry and SLAM models do not differ. Unsupervised methods. Results for each of the sequences 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 10 are shown in Table 3 . Overall, our visual odometry outperforms listed unsupervised methods. It shows better results than SGANVO [3] on sequences 03 and 10 and performs at the same level on sequences 05 and 06. According to Table 3 , adding graph optimization helps to improve results for trajectories with loops. Thus, we believe that our method of converting visual odometry model to SLAM system can be used along with standard unsupervised learning pipeline. Supervised methods. We evaluate our visual odometry and SLAM against supervised methods on sequences 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 10 from KITTI. The results are reported in Table  4 . While our model is quite simple and accounts only for pairs of similar frames, it outperforms more complex models. This may indicate that not the choice of proper network architecture, but the lack of training data is the major difficulty when developing a trainable visual odometry method. Therefore, in our work we address this issue rather than focus on improving the network architecture. Pose graphs visualization. Figure 5 shows the graphs that were used for optimization. Here blue edges correspond to consecutive frames and orange edges correspond to detected loops. 
Additional ablation studies
Error analysis for monocular visual odometry. To analyse distribution of the errors of supervised visual odometry we plot the values of error with respect to the distance traveled. These plots are showed in Figure 6 . We show errors for consecutive frames (with N N cons ) and for loops (with N N loops ). One can notice that the errors of the N N loops are significantly larger than the errors for consecutive frames, and overall the larger is the magnitude of the motion, the larger is the error. Analysis of motion distribution. We analyse the joint distributions for all pairs of motion components between consecutive frames on KITTI and EuRoC datasets in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively. Figures shows the 2d distribution plots. We approximate 6DoF with 6 independent tdistributions. Estimated parameters for these distributions are listed in Table 1 for KITTI dataset and in Table 2 for EuRoC dataset. We also plot the motions sampled from the t-distribution used in our experiments. It can be seen that in most cases the synthetic samples and real samples appear in very similar locations. 
